
Add the name of the recipe 
to cell B3

Check the number of 
ingredients and insert new 
sheet rows between rows 7 

and 10 so that there is a 
row for each ingredient

Copy the ingredient names 
into column A (rows 7 to x) 

2. Add ingredient information

Add the weight (in grams) of 
each ingredient to column 
D. Check all quantities and 
units required and convert 
to grams where necessary

Extra information
Where quantities are provided as 
volumes, it may be necessary to 

convert using specific gravities, e.g. 
for milk, cream, ice creams, 

alcoholic beverages

Check that sum of all 
ingredients is correct in 

Total Fresh Weight (column 
D)

Check that sum of % of 
ingredients in recipe 

(column F) is 100

Add final weight of recipe 
(after cooking) to Final

Weight (column D)

Check that % weight loss 
(column D) looks correct. % 
weight loss will show as -ve 

if there is a weight gain

Extra information
E.g. Grilling fish could 

cause a weight loss of 19-
43% whereas boiling 

white rice can result in a 
weight gain of around 

30%

Extra information
If product is not 

processed, weight will be 
the same as the raw 

ingredients

Copy % weight loss to cell
G7 and fill down for all 

ingredients

Fill down from cell I7 for all 
ingredients (calculation in 

each cell should be = 
(Ex*(Fx/100))*(100/(100-

Gx))*((100-Hz)/100))

Check that cell J7 includes 
all 'Nutrient Wt per 100g' 

values

3. Add ingredient composition data

For each ingredient, copy 
composition data to 

columns L and onwards 

Replace any 'Tr' values with 
O'

Note
If no information available, look for 

data in other datasets

4. Calculate nutrients

Copy protein content 
for ingredients 

(column L) to column 
E

Copy the calculated 
value (J7) to 

'Calculated % (inc. 
weight loss)', line 13

Repeat last two steps 
for each nutrient 
(columns M and 

onwards)

Note
When calculating 
water (column V), 
% water losses on 

cooking (column G) 
must be changed to 

'0'

Correct water content (cell below 
'calculated % (inc. weight loss)' in 

column V) by using original value for 
calculated water and % water losses 

on cooking in calculated cell 
(=(original calculated water-%weight 

losses on cooking)*(100/(100-% 
weight losses on cooking))

Check that sum of 
calculated protein, fat, CHO, 
fibre and moisture (columns 
L, M, N, T and V) is close to 
100 (>95, <105). If outside 
range, check calculations

Note
If a recipe

contains a lot of 
salt, this will add 

to proximate 
total (sodium in 

g)

Check calculated values 
appear reasonable in 

comparison with other data 
for similar foods or for 

similar recipes

1. Prepare Recipe Calculation spreadsheet for recipe 1

Check if there is any loss of 
the nutrient during cooking, 

e.g. milk losses 10% of 
thiamin when boiled

If calculating a vitamin 
which has a loss, put this 
into %Nutrient Losses on 
cooking column, H (as a 

whole number rather than 
decimal)

Recipe is complete!


